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Recent commissions studying the status of American schools have issued

reports calling for increased emphasis on computer technology in education

(National Commtssion on Excellence in Education; 1983; National Science

Board, 1933; Office of the Assistant Secretary for Educational Research and

Improvement, 1983). The present study was developed to Investigate whether

these recommendations are being heeded formally in the public school

system, and informally in the home (Note 1).

Some studies, using very large samples, have reported general statisticS

on computer access at school. These statistics inclUde student/computer

ratios (e.g., Becker, 1983), which unfortunately ignore the possibility that

computer use by students is irregular, with different patterns of use

associated with each individual. In contrast, the small number of

ethnographic studies on home computer use are rich in detail about individual

patterns of use, but their samples are very small (e.g., Giacquinta, 1984; Ely,

1984). The present study was designed to provide information on computer

use at a level of detail not present in the broad surveys, and on a mr-'N larger

sample than is round in the ethnographic studies.
"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
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The following research questions guided the study:

1. In what microcomputing activities do students engage at school and

how much time is spent on each activity?

2. In what microcomputing activities do students engage at home and

how much tam is spent on each activity?

3. What is the relationship between home and school use of

microcomputers?

A questionnaire soliciting this information was administered to a

stratified random sample of 983 students in the four secondary schools of the

Eugene, Oregon school district.

MILLI
Table I shows that one-th1 ci of the students (328 of the 983 students)

had used a microcomputer at school in the two months prior to the

administration of the questionnaire. A total of 299 students (approximately

one-third of the sample) had used a microcomputer at home.

The heaviest use at school was for BASIC programming and for word

processing, but a wide variety of other computer-based activities were

reported as well. The computer-using students tended to spend from two to

three hours per week working with a computer at school. Students in the mid

ranges of GPA (2.0-2.9) tended to be the most active computer users at

school.

As at school, student use of the computer at home extended over a wide

variety of applications. Use of the computer for entertainment predominated,
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but BASIC programming and word processing also were reported as popular

activities. A small group of students reported very heavy use of the computer

for telecommunications. Overall, these students tended to spend between

three and six hours per week using the computer at home. Younger students

(ninth grade) tended to spend more time than older students using computers.

TABLE 1

Microcomputer-based Activities at Home and at School in a Typical Week

Aaivity

t_kt2.9.9_HAmt
Mean Time

% -of per user
Users (minutes)

_% of

Users

Mean Time
per user

(minutes)
Programming:

BASIC 63.5 59.1 47.6 71.1

Logo 17.4 34.5 22.9 40.3
Pascal 9.7 56;9 11:9 59.5
other language 19.1 72.2 13.1 55.0

Educational:
drill-and-practice 40.1 30.1 32.6 40.2
simulations 37.1 47.1 20.7 37.8
music 25.8 35.3 11.9 47.9

Applications:
word processing 57.9 71.1 51.2 61.1

filers or database 31.1 37.3 28.0 55.2
graphics 40.5 47.3 29.0 44.8
spreadsheet 16.7 39.7 16.8 41.9

_ telecommunications 15.4 86.7 8.5 58.9
Entertainment:

video arcade games 65.6 71:9 34.5 46.8
adventure games 57.2 64.5 30.2 42.3

Other: 33.8 46.2 22.9 46.2

Note: percentages are calculated as no of users in activity x 100
total nö Of USet8
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Over half of the students who used a computer at school (53.7%) reported

woricing on it fot personal use. The next two highest areas of use were english

(33.5%) and business education (30.8%. This finding is consistent with 4-he

higb amount of word processing reported in Table I.

In households having a microcoMpUteri male students most frequently

(34.2%) reported being the major user. The next Most frequent major user was

the father (21.8%), f011OWed by a brother (17.490. The mother was the major

user in 11.4 percent of the householdt, f011OWed by the female student (7.0%),

ahd a sister (47%). Only seven students reported that the computer system in

their home remained totally tinased by any family member.

Table 2 shoWS th* relationship between students status as a computer

user at school and at home.

TABLE 2

Number of Students Using the Computer at Home and at School

SCHOOL
Users NOtvusers___

128

(13.0M

171

(17.42)

200

(20.3V

484

(49.2V
_

Total N 983

The sample is almost evenly divided on user status: half of the students
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made no use of the mictocompUter, and the otner half used It at home and/or at

school. There is also a relationship between hOme and school use: 39 percent

of the school users (128/328) were also home users, but only 26 percent of the

school non-users (171/484) were home users. A Chl-square test of these data

yields a value of 16.1, which it sighifitaht at the .001 level.

Table 3 reports correlations between uses of the computer at home and at

School for the subgroup of home and school users (N.128).

TABLE 3

Sigraicant Cortelations (p<..001) Between
Computer ActMties at Home and Compute ActMties at School (N=128)

SI

VP

V

Computer based activities at Sthool

Pa PL PP PO DPIS tAILVP_DILSS_OLIIILVAAVEL
111 LW IE-fl IET:1

28 .34 .30
49

_111 ra UM
.291.27,.47 III .27 .29 .30

xa ME M
. kW

3....... W.IEll.MOKIM
_IIIIIMIRA=

Nwp-i-/L-fy& 1-imp--Am
.31 .32 . L.-i-1

,i-2
1111ECIE

Es1EE

11111111MOM
26

28 _213_ 27

Note. PB = programming BASIC
PL programming Logo
PP programming Pascal
PO programming: other
DP drill-and-practice
VA video arcade games
AG adventure games
WP word processing

Si using simulations
GR_ = using art or graphic program
MU using music software
DB using a filer or database
SS using a spreadsheet program
BB accessing a Bulletin Board
NL using software not listed
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The correlation coefficients on the diagonal show a relationship between a

particulaP use of the computer at home and the same use at school. With a

few exceptions, the relationships are statistically significant and of

moderate magnitude.

1215C11522t

Computers are being extensively used by secondary students both at home

and at school. students using microcomputers in the home tend to involve

themselves In a wider variety of computer-based activities than do students

at school. The heavy use of applications software at home inoicates some

transfe of the school's emphasis on the "computer as a toor to computer use

in the Nime. Those students who spend a great deal of time playing computer

games at home appear to avoid non-recreational use of the computer at

school.

While over half of the students in this study used a microcomputer, the

corollary is that almost half did not This situation calls for further research

to dct.errniite wt many students are non-users, and whether interventions

might be designed to help those that wish to become computer users.

The heavy use of school microcomputing facilities by students for

personal use suggests a strong need for free, unscheduled access to

computers at school. The use of sach facilities for games undoubtedly will

occur, but the results of the present study suggest that, apart from a small

number of °hard core" garners, students will use the computers as tools for

their other studies.
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The study was conducted in a single school district which Is noted for

community support of its schools. This characteristic oi the district may

limit the generalizability of the observed computer use patterns and

relationships.

NOTE

The study reported here is part of a larger Investigation reported in: Carey,
R. 111 I III I I els. a- III I I,fl. 1 1

=AL Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon, 1985.
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